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When browsing, the browser sends the string of characters in the address bar to the server that the
browser is connected to, as well as URLs from the current session for every URL viewed. Google
collects this information to improve the browsing experience for people using different Android
devices, and to identify which sites don't respect our policies, and, when someone uses Chrome to
browse on a Mac, the kind of operating system it is running on. When you browse, the URL, size of
the file, and HTTP status code of the files you've viewed are sent. The browser displays a file title as-
is, which may include additional information, such as the word "referer," the language the web page
was originally written in, and where the web page was visited from. Safari parses the contents of the
files you visit, such as the words in the pages. Apple uses these words to identify the sites you visit
when you use Safari. We use the data to power Safari's features. If you choose to turn off Safari's
usage tracking feature, the language of your device will be kept private. Apple may still collect and
store information about your browsing activity, such as the search terms you enter in the browser.
When you interact with a website, and a referring server, like a web server, returns the address in a
"referrer" HTTP header, the browser sends that referrer along with the request to the next website.
So, if a person is on the web and reads a news article on a website, but then clicks on a related link,
the referrer of that click will show the story that the news article links to. This is how, from a
legitimate users perspective, the news article knows that you went to the original website.
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Google Chrome sends its non-personalized signals about the quality and relevance of a web page to
Google's Sitemaps service, and its personalization (ads and other data) to its personalization service.
If Sitemaps is not available, Google does not send any signals to the personalization service. To turn

off ad personalization, set the Chrome flag Disable ad personalization to 1 in the Personalization
section of Chromes settings on desktop, in the Privacy section of Chromes settings on Android, and

in the Shielded mode section of Chromes settings on iOS. Chrome uses a technology called One-Click
Indexing to send URLs of the pages you visit to Google. If One-Click Indexing is enabled, Chrome

sends a requests to Google for each URL of a page you visit, in addition to the request to load a new
URL, as long as the browser is still open and active. When the browser is inactive, Chrome sends the

URL to a Google server. You can turn off the behavior by unchecking Enable One-Click Indexing.
Toggle Screen Shots and Web Slices and Chrome will only take screen shots or capture web pages if

you have a screen shotting enabled. To enable screen shooting, go to Privacy and security >
Customize and control your data on Chrome web browser. Locate the Screen shooting section and
make sure Picture Screenshots is selected. To enable you to toggle between your browser window

and Google Chrome open start page, go to Chrome > Settings > On startup, open a specific page or
set pages and toggle Screen shots and Web Slices. If the Location Bar Autocomplete feature is
enabled, Chrome sends the URL of the current page to Google, along with the browsers default
language. Google returns a list of suggested spellings that are displayed in the context menu.

Cookies are not sent along with these requests. Requests are logged temporarily and anonymously
for debugging and quality improvement purposes. 5ec8ef588b
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